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Magneto-chiral dichroism of chiral lanthanide
complexes

Fabrice Pointillart, *a Matteo Atzori *b and Cyrille Train b

Magneto-Chiral Dichroism (MChD) is an enantioselective and polarization independent light–matter

interaction shown by magnetized chiral molecules and materials. This phenomenon, predicted in 1984

and experimentally demonstrated in 1997 by studying the differential visible light emission of a chiral EuIII

complex, is now attracting the interest of the chemical community working with transition metal and

lanthanide-based chiral complexes. This is motivated by both the information on the magnetic, electronic

and chiroptical properties that can be retrieved using this unconventional spectroscopic technique and

the potential technological applications that can be foreseen, such as the optical readout of magnetic

data without the need for polarization-based readout devices. In particular, chiral lanthanide complexes,

which intrinsically have high spin–orbit coupling (a key factor to observe MChD), a variety of electronic

configurations, a multitude of electronic transitions of different characteristics, variable coordination geo-

metries and different degrees of magnetic anisotropy, represent ideal molecules to investigate MChD in

both light absorption and emission in a wide spectral range. This perspective summarizes the studies

reported so far in the literature on the MChD of chiral lanthanide complexes and provides some general

conclusions that will help the chemical community in designing lanthanide-based systems highly respon-

sive to MChD. Finally, we suggest prospective experiments and studies that are needed to push forward

the understanding and the use of this fascinating phenomenon.

Introduction

Chirality represents the possibility for an object to exist as two
non-superposable mirror images forming a pair of enantio-
mers.1 Such a structural property is extremely relevant for a
multitude of scientific aspects in chemistry, biology and
physics.1,2 One of the most known properties of chiral objects
is their ability to rotate the plane of light polarization (Natural
Optical Activity, NOA) with a rotatory sign (dextro or levo)
dependent on the absolute configuration of the system.3

Optical manifestations related to NOA are Natural Circular
Dichroism (NCD) and Birefringence (NCB), which represent a
differential absorption and refraction of circularly polarized
light, respectively.3 Another important manifestation of the
light–matter interaction is represented by the Magnetic Optical
Activity (MOA), which refers to a differential absorption of cir-
cularly polarized light of magnetized matter resulting in the
well-known phenomenon of Magnetic Circular Dichroism
(MCD).3–8 Although phenomenologically close, NOA is a conse-

quence of the breaking of inversion symmetry by structural
chirality, whereas MOA originates from the breaking of time
reversal symmetry by magnetization.3,4 Moreover, one must
keep in mind that both properties are dependent on the state
of polarization of light.3

There is another optical phenomenon that through the
breaking of both time reversal and inversion symmetry allows
chiral systems to differentially interact with light when magne-
tized. This phenomenon can be called Magneto-Chiral Activity
(MChA) and manifests itself as a differential absorption or
emission of light for Magneto-Chiral Dichroism (MChD) and
as anisotropic refraction for Magneto-Chiral Birefringence
(MChB).3,9–11 A key feature of MChA is that it is independent
of the state of light polarization. In other words, it can be
observed and studied by using unpolarized light sources,
which is a practical and technological advantage.

MChD in emission should not be confused with Circularly
Polarized Light (CPL) emission. In that case, a chiral system
shows emission of CPL upon application of a nonpolarized
excitation, even if this phenomenon is now also studied under
a magnetic field.12–14 MChA refers to a modulation of the
absorption or emission intensity of light collinear to an
applied magnetic field without generation of CPL.

Besides the fascinating aspect of allowing chiral systems to
interact with non-chiral unpolarized light, the intensity of
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MChD responses is proportional to the system
magnetization,11,15,16 making MChD spectroscopy a powerful
technique to probe both the optical and magnetic properties
of chiral systems.

So far, MChD has been studied in a variety of chemical
systems11,17–20 and metaobjects,21,22 but most of the studies
have been undertaken on chiral complexes containing tran-
sition metals17,18,23–30 and lanthanide ions.23,31–35 The latter
have attracted special attention as a consequence of their high
angular momenta and spin–orbit coupling, a prerequisite to
observing MChD, resulting in high magnetic anisotropy, as
well as the magnetic-dipole allowed characteristic of certain f–f
electronic transitions.

In this perspective, we first review the studies on the MChD
of chiral lanthanide complexes reported in the literature in
both light emission and absorption with light of different
wavelengths, and then we provide some general hints that will
help the chemical community in designing chiral lanthanide
complexes responsive to MChD. Finally, we suggest prospective
directions for this emerging and challenging research field.

Discussion
Magneto-chiral dichroism in visible light emission

The existence of the magneto-chiral anisotropy and its enantio-
selectivity were experimentally demonstrated for the first time
by G. L. J. A. Rikken and E. Raupach10 realizing an experiment
suggested by G. Wagnière.36 Tris(3-trifluoroacetyl-±-camphor-
ato)europium(III), Eu((d/l)tfc)3, complexes ((d/l)1-Eu) were
selected as ideal candidates to observe MChD9 due to the
strong natural and magnetic optical activity of 5D0 → 7F1,2
luminescent transitions.37–39

The magneto-chiral luminescence anisotropy was measured
for a deuterated DMSO solution of (d/l)1-Eu pair of enantio-
mers under a 350 nm light irradiation and a 0–0.9 T magnetic
field range. The highly luminescent electric-dipole allowed 5D0

→ 7F2 electronic transitions displayed a weak MChD activity
(gMChD = 0.03% at 0.9 T and room temperature) while the
weakly luminescent magnetic-dipole allowed 5D0 → 7F1 tran-
sition displayed a stronger MChD activity (gMChD = 0.12% at
0.9 T and room temperature).

The second study on MChD for visible light emission was
published more than 20 years later19 after the seminal work of
Rikken and Raupach. TbIII and EuIII analogues of the com-
pounds [Ln(L1

S,S/R,R)3](CF3SO3)3 (L1
S,S/R,R = S or R-1-(2-

naphthyl)ethyl amine, Ln = TbIII ((S,S/R,R)2-Tb), EuIII ((S,S/R,
R)2-Eu)) (Fig. 1a) and [Ln((d/l)-tfc)3(phen)] (phen = 1,10-phe-
nanthroline, Ln = TbIII ((d/l)3-Tb)), EuIII ((d/l)3-Eu) (Fig. 1d)
were studied.19 (S,S/R,R)2-Tb revealed a strong MChD signal
for all the 5D4 →

7FJ ( J = 6, 5, 4, 3) transitions with a maximum
value of gMChD = 6% at 1 T and 4.3 K while this value increased
to 16% at 14 T and 5 K (Fig. 1b). Similar measurements on the
EuIII analogue showed that (S,S/R,R)2-Eu exhibited a much
lower MChD signal for 5D0 → 7FJ ( J = 1, 2) transitions with a
maximum gMChD value of 0.3%. The significant difference in

MChD activities between the two analogues demonstrated the
crucial role of the paramagnetic nature with a large magnetic
moment of TbIII ( J = 6) compared to the weakly paramagnetic
EuIII ( J = 0). The first two analogues (S,S/R,R)2-Ln for which
the lanthanide center adopts a symmetrical nona-coordinated
geometry were compared with the TbIII and EuIII analogues of
(d/l)3-Ln, where the lanthanide adopts a distorted octa-co-
ordinated geometry. The aim was to evaluate the role of the
coordination geometry in the MChD response. Under an
applied magnetic field of 1 T, (d/l)3-Tb revealed a difference in
the luminescence intensity of 1–2% while the MChD signal
was almost undetectable for (d/l)3-Eu. For a given lanthanide
ion, since the difference in the MChD activity could not be
attributed to the difference in magnetization, the authors pro-
posed to attribute it to the difference in coordination sphere,
in other words, the degree of the inversion symmetry breaking
at the lanthanide site. Such phenomena could be easily evalu-
ated for EuIII using the R ratio between the emission intensi-
ties of the electric-dipole allowed transition (5D0 → 7F2) and
the magnetic-dipole allowed transition (5D0 → 7F1).

40 The R

Fig. 1 (a) Molecular structure of (S,S)2-Tb. Grey, C; red, O; blue, N and
salmon, Tb. H atoms and CF3SO3

− anions are omitted for clarity. (b)
Average luminescence spectrum of (S,S)2-Tb (green line) and MChD
spectra of (S,S)2-Tb (pink line) and (R,R)2-Tb (blue line). (c) Average
luminescence spectrum of (S,S)2-Eu (red line) and MChD spectra of (S,S)
2-Eu (pink line) and (R,R)2-Eu (blue line). (d) Molecular structure of (d )3-
Tb. Grey, C; red, O; blue, N; green, F and salmon, Tb. H atoms are
omitted for clarity. (e) Average luminescence spectrum of (d )3-Tb
(green line) and MChD spectra of (d )3-Tb (black line) and (l)3-Tb
(orange line). (f ) Average luminescence spectrum of (d )3-Eu (red line)
and MChD spectra of (d )3-Eu (black line) and (l)3-Eu (orange line).
Adapted with permission from ref. 12. Copyright 2019, American
Physical Society.
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value is close to 1 for (S,S)2-Eu and 13.6 for (d )3-Eu leading to
a degree of symmetry breaking lower for (S,S)2-Eu than the
one for (d )3-Eu. Moreover, R = 1 is close to the ideal value
expected for a strong MChD.41

In conclusion, the investigation of K. Taniguchi et al. con-
cluded that the MChD signal is ascribed to a combination of
strong magnetic moment ( J ≠ 0) and small inversion symmetry
breaking at the lanthanide center (high symmetry).

Magneto-chiral dichroism in hard X-ray absorption

The experimental demonstration of the existence of MChA in
emission implies its existence in absorption because of the
relationship between Einstein’s coefficients in radiative
processes.

The motivation to investigate MChD in absorption takes its
origin from the fact that large MChD effects are expected for
the absorption bands of certain lanthanide complexes.9

Furthermore, MChD studies on light absorption can provide
more quantitative information than those on light emission,
which are intrinsically affected by the efficiency of the energy
transfer processes, irradiation wavelength, etc.

The presence of MChD in the X-ray region (XMChD) was
suggested by L. Barron.3 Indeed, five years after the discovery
of the MChD in emission,10 J. Goulon et al.30 reported the first
evidence of X-ray MChD for a magnetoelectric Cr2O3, and then
ten years later, J. R. Galán-Mascarós et al. published a study on
the observation of MChD in a chiral paramagnetic lanthanide-
based complex.34 In the two investigations, MChD was probed
by hard X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS).

At that time, such spectroscopy was selected because it is
element-specific and because one can expect a good signal-to-
noise ratio due to the higher extinction coefficients and pene-
tration depths of X-rays than typical UV-vis-NIR absorption
experiments.

The XMChD experiments were carried out on the
{TbIII[NiII(pro)2]6}

3+ cation (4) (pro = (L,D)-prolinate).42,43 The
lanthanide center adopts an icosahedral coordination sphere
surrounded by six NiII(pro)2 units. The first coordination
sphere of the NiII centers formed a perfect octahedra with the
(L,D)-prolinate linked at the equatorial positions. The differ-
ence between normalized XAS spectra obtained with magnetic
field parallel and anti-parallel to the light wavevector led to a
non-zero dichroic signal with image mirror when changing
from (D)-prolinate to (L)-prolinate. The XMChD reached a
maximum value of 1% of the total intensity at the TbIII L2 edge
at room temperature and 1 T. Surprisingly, no significant
XMChD signal was observed at the TbIII L3 edge even if the
theory predicted a stronger dichroic phenomenon at the L2
edge.44,45 In contrast, the absence of XMChD at the NiII K-edge
was attributed to the weaker spin–orbit coupling and electric
quadrupolar contribution for transition metals than for
lanthanides. Indeed, it is important to mention here that the
electric-dipole/magnetic-dipole characteristic is the key to
strong MChD intensity for investigations in the UV-Vis-NIR
range while the electric-dipole/electric-quadrupole character-
istic is crucial for working with X-rays.

The first attempt to observe XMChD for molecular lantha-
nide-based complexes was limited to room temperature and
low applied magnetic fields (1 T). Therefore, in 2020,
S. Piligkos et al.35 reported an experimental observation of
XMChD for a mononuclear lanthanide complex formulated as
Na5[HoIII(ODA)3](BF4)2·6H2O (5-Ho) (ODA2− = oxydiacetate)
(Fig. 2a).46 HoIII is coordinated to three virtually planar triden-
tate ODA ligands to form the two Λ and Δ enantiomers and the
nine-coordinated HoIII ion in a distorted face-centered trigonal
prismatic coordination sphere (D3). The XMChD experiments
were performed at the L3 absorption edge of HoIII because the
promotion of a 2p core electron into an empty 5d or 6s valence
state via the electric-dipole allowed transition (Δl = ±1) and 2p
into a 6p or 4f state (Δl = 0, +2) via electric-quadrupole tran-
sitions can be easily disentangled at the lanthanide L3-edge,

47

while their contributions at the L2-edge is more difficult to dis-
entangle.48 A XMChD signal of opposite sign for (Λ)5-Ho and
(Δ)5-Ho was observed at the pre-edge (8069 eV) and the main
(8078 eV) absorptions, but not in the extended region
(Fig. 2b).35 Such observations confirmed that non-magnetic
empty 6p and 6d states did not contribute to the XMChD
signal while 4f and 5d did because of their orbital angular
momentum contribution. The maximum XMChD activity was
evaluated at 0.05% at 2.7 K under an applied magnetic field of
4 T. The authors attributed the weak XMChD activity of (Λ/Δ)5-
Ho compared to (L/D)-4 to the strong localization of the 4f orbi-
tals and weak hybridization with the 5d orbitals. Nevertheless,
the difference in the lanthanide ion, local coordination sym-
metry and probed edge makes a direct comparison between
the XMChD activities of these two compounds difficult.

Magneto-chiral dichroism in visible light absorption

From the previous works, one can draw a few conclusions. It
appears that the (X)MChD strongly depends on the angular
moments of the lanthanide (L and J ≠ 0), the spin–orbit coup-
ling and the symmetry of the coordination sphere (degree of
inversion symmetry breaking). All these parameters are driven
by the nature of the lanthanide and the crystal field in the
complex leading to the magnetic anisotropy, which is indeed a
key parameter in molecular magnetism to design Single-

Fig. 2 (a) Molecular structure of 5-Ho, Na+ cations, and BF4
− anions;

hydrogen atoms and water molecules of crystallization were omitted for
clarity. Grey, C; red, O and green, Ho. (b) XMChD signal recorded for Λ
(red line) and Δ (black line) at the Ho L3-edge at 2.7 K with an applied
magnetic field of 4 T. The blueish zone corresponds to the pre-edge
absorption. Adapted with permission from ref. 27. Copyright 2020, Royal
Society of Chemistry.

Inorganic Chemistry Frontiers Chemistry Frontiers
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Molecule Magnets (SMMs). Thus, together with our colleagues,
we decided to study both magnetic and (chiro)optical pro-
perties of enantiopure ytterbium(III) helicene-based
compounds.23

The helicoidal chirality of helicene comes from the ortho-
fused (hetero) aromatic rings with extended π-conjugation,
and they are well-known to display remarkable chiroptical
activity.49–52 YbIII has been selected because it has one of the
simplest electronic configurations among the lanthanide
series with only one excited multiplet (2F5/2) leading to a
unique magnetic-dipole allowed (|ΔJ| = 1) electronic transition
(2F7/2 →

2F5/2).
First, the pair of enantiomers formulated as [Yb(L2

(P,M))
(hfac)3] (L2 = 3-(2-pyridyl)-4-aza[6]-helicene; hfac− = 1,1,1,5,5,5-
hexafluoroacetylacetonate) ((P/M)6-Yb) was prepared as single
crystals.31,53,54 The crystal structure revealed mononuclear
complexes in which YbIII is surrounded by six oxygen atoms
coming from three hfac− ancillary anions and two nitrogen
atoms coming from the L2

(P/M) ligand (Fig. 3a). A distorted D2d

coordination sphere was identified and a Δ and Λ lanthanide-
centered chirality driven by the L2

(P) and L2
(M) ligands, res-

pectively, was observed. The direct current magnetic suscepti-
bility measurements revealed a χMT value of 2.24 cm3 K mol−1

at room temperature and a magnetization of 1.73Nβ at 5 T in
agreement with an YbIII (S = 1

2, L = 3 and gJ = 8/7). The alternat-
ing current susceptibility measurements highlighted a slow
magnetic relaxation at 2 K and 1 kOe, revealing a significant
magnetic anisotropy. Both enantiomers of 6-Yb showed the
usual NIR YbIII centered luminescence at 77 K with additional
bands due to hot bands and vibronic contributions. A combi-
nation of both chirality and emission opens the possibility to
investigate their cross effects called Circularly Polarized
Luminescence (CPL). Solid-state irradiation at 365 nm induced
a strong mirror image CPL signal for (P/M)6-Yb with a
maximum glum factor of 0.13 at 977 nm (Fig. 3b).33 By measur-
ing the absorption spectra at 4 K on an oriented single crystal
perpendicular to the [011] crystallographic face, it was poss-
ible to determine the energy splitting of the excited 2F5/2 mul-
tiplet. The complete experimental energy level diagram for
both the 2F7/2 ground multiplet and the 2F5/2 excited multiplet
under the crystal field effect was rationalized by ab initio
calculations.

These studies demonstrated that the helical ligands pro-
vided a strong-enough chiral environment around the YbIII

center for MChD investigation.
Accordingly, the first experimental MChD measurements

through visible-NIR light absorption were carried out at 4 K in
the 0–1.68 T magnetic field range, allowing the observation of
a fine-structured strong MChD signal associated with the 2F7/2
→ 2F5/2 transition (Fig. 3c). The asymmetric factor gMChD was
evaluated at 0.12% at 0.86 T and 4 K, which is in the same
order of magnitude as that of (S,S/R,R)2-Tb (0.06% at 1 T and
4.3 K) determined by light emission. The MChD signal is
strong enough to perform a temperature dependence study in
the 4–150 K temperature range (Fig. 3d). Both field (Fig. 3c)
and thermal (Fig. 3d) dependences of the MChD signal were

compared to the thermal and field dependences of the magne-
tization determined by magnetometry with a perfect agree-
ment. The thermal dependence of the MChD signal allowed us
to verify the Barron and Vrbancich microscopic theory of
MChD formulated on the basis of the Magnetic Circular
Dichroism (MCD) theory. At low temperatures (T < 15 K), the
so-called MChD C term (analogous to the Faraday C term in
MCD), which is temperature dependent due to a variation of
the population of the ground state and associated with an
absorptive line-shape, dominates. For T > 20 K, the so-called
MChD A term (analogous to the Faraday A term in MCD),
which is due to the Zeeman energy splitting and hence temp-
erature independent and associated with a derivative-type line-
shape, dominates.

Fig. 3 Molecular structure of (P)6-Yb (a) and [(P)7-Yb]n (e); H atoms
and solvent molecules of crystallization were omitted for clarity. Grey, C;
red, O; blue, N and dark blue, Yb. CPL spectra (at 298 K) of (P)6-Yb (red
line)/(M)6-Yb (black line) (b) and [(P)7-Yb]n (red line)/[(M)7-Yb]n (black
line) (f ) under 365 nm excitation in solid-state. Field dependence of the
difference in the absorption ΔAMChD of the 2F7/2 → 2F5/2 transition at 4 K
for (P/M)6-Yb (c) and [(P/M)7-Yb]n (g). Thermal dependence of the
difference in the absorption ΔAMChD of the 2F7/2 →

2F5/2 transition for (P/
M)6-Yb under 0.86 T (d) and [(P/M)7-Yb]n under 1 T (h). Adapted with
permission from ref. 23 and 25. Copyright 2021, American Chemical
Society. Copyright 2023, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA
Weinheim.

Chemistry Frontiers Inorganic Chemistry Frontiers
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A similar magnetic and chiroptical investigation was
carried out on a second pair of enantiomers using the 2,15-
bis-(4-pyridyl)-ethynyl-carbo[6]helicene (L3

(P/M)) ligand instead
of L2

(P/M). The reaction of L3
(P/M) with the Yb(hfac)3(H2O)2

metallic precursor led to the formation of enantiopure coordi-
nation polymers of the formula [L3

(P/M)Yb(hfac)3]n ([(P/M)7-
Yb]n).

33 A slightly distorted D2d N2O6 surrounding is found
around the YbIII centers as found for the mononuclear com-
plexes (P/M)6-Yb.

From a magnetic point of view, the main difference comes
from the clear SMM behavior observed under an applied mag-
netic field of 1600 Oe with a magnetic relaxation occurring
through a combination of Orbach and Raman processes. Such an
enhancement of magnetic performances could be rationalized by
the “trans” position of the nitrogen atoms in [(P/M)7-Yb]n while
they have been observed in the “cis” position in (P/M)6-Yb
leading to a smaller electronic repulsion for the prolate YbIII ion,
i.e. a stronger spin–orbit coupling/axial magnetic anisotropy in
the polymeric structures. Such qualitative analysis was confirmed
by ab initio calculations which concluded that the ground
Kramers doublet is mainly composed of MJ = ±5/2 (gz = 4.0) for
(P/M)6-Yb andMJ = ±7/2 (gz = 7.0) for [(P/M)7-Yb]n.

Irradiation at 365 nm of [(P/M)7-Yb]n led to a strong NIR
emission of the YbIII center with the total energy splitting
similar to the one observed for the mononuclear systems but
with a different shape (relative intensity and energy position of
the emission lines) which is in agreement with a similar
crystal field but different electronic distributions for both
monomeric and polymeric systems. Attempts to measure CPL
at room temperature in the solid state led to the observation of
a weak mirror image signal for both enantiomers of [(P/M)7-
Yb]n with a maximum dissymmetry factor glum of 0.007 at
978 nm (Fig. 3f). One could deduce from the CPL spectra that
only a weak chiral environment is present around YbIII in [(P/
M)7-Yb]n. In contrast, MChD measurements performed on
single crystals of [(P/M)7-Yb]n at 4 K in the 0–1.90 T magnetic
field revealed a remarkably high MChD signal (Fig. 3g) with
gMChD = 0.19 T−1 at 1 T and 4 K. Such a value is the highest
reported value for lanthanide complexes. The MChD activity
was strong enough to observe a differential absorption ΔAMChD

up to room temperature under an applied magnetic field of 1
T (Fig. 3h). In conclusion, despite the weaker chiral environ-
ment in [(P/M)7-Yb]n compared to (P/M)6-Yb, a stronger MChD
activity was measured due to the stronger magnetic anisotropy
determined by both magnetometry and ab initio calculations.

MChD measurements through light absorption were also
performed for the heterobimetallic 3d–4f complexes of the
formula [Ln5Ni6((R/S)-HL4)6(Ac)3(μ3-OH)9(H2O)6](ClO4)3(H2O)15
(H3L3 = (R/S)-(2-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzyl)-serine, Ln = DyIII (R/
S)8-DyNi, YIII (R/S)8-YNi).23 The room temperature NCD of
both DyIII and YIII analogues displayed two components at
670 nm and 1190 nm (Fig. 4a) which are associated with the
3T1/

3T2/
3A1/

3E ← 3A2 transitions of the octahedral NiII.28,55,56

Since both NCD spectra are identical, one could conclude that
the electronic transitions for DyIII do not contribute to the
NCD. In contrast, the MCD spectra for (R/S)8-DyNi are com-

posed of two weak and broad contributions of NiII and a series
of intense and sharp signals associated with DyIII (Fig. 4c).
Deep analysis of the MCD spectra of (R/S)8-DyNi highlighted a
splitting of the MCD contributions, which has been attributed
to the presence of the two crystallographically independent
DyIII centers. The thermal dependence of the MChD was
measured at 0.86 T in the 4–150 K temperature range (Fig. 4d).
It displayed contributions coming from both the NiII and the
DyIII centers, in contrast with what was observed in XMChD
for the heterobimetallic complex 4.34

Focusing on the MChD contributions of the DyIII centers,
the two DyIII sites did not provide MChD signals of the same
intensity. The most intense DyIII MChD signals were attributed
to the three DyIII ions that occupy the external position of the
clusters. Such attribution is in agreement with the fact that
such eight-coordinated DyIII ions are closer to the chiral ligand
than the two nine-coordinated DyIII ions, although the differ-
ence in the magnetic anisotropy between the two DyIII ions
cannot be ruled out at this stage. In conclusion, the authors
associated the NiII MChD as mainly driven by its NOA while
the MChD of DyIII as mainly driven by its MOA.

Together with the magnetic and chiroptical investigations
performed on (P/M)6-Yb and [(P/M)7-Yb]n, underlining that
the magnetic anisotropy of the ground state was the leading
factor of MChD in these species, this study confirms that
engineering the magnetic anisotropy of the Ln systems is a
more efficient strategy than optimizing the chirality at the
metal center to enhance the MChD response in lanthanide
systems. At the same time, although it is not the focus of this

Fig. 4 (a) Molecular structure of (R/S)8-DyNi; H atoms, ClO4
− anions

and solvent molecules of crystallization were omitted for clarity. Grey, C;
red, O; blue, Dy and green, Ni. (b) Room temperature NCD spectra of (R)
8-DyNi (blue line), (S)8-DyNi (red line), (R)8-YNi (dashed blue line) and
(S)8-YNi (dashed red line) in MeOH solution. (c) Room temperature
MCD spectra of (R)8-DyNi (blue line), (S)8-DyNi (red line), (R)8-YNi
(dashed blue line) and (S)8-YNi (dashed red line) in MeOH solution. (d)
Thermal variation of MChD spectra of (R)8-DyNi recorded on an
oriented single crystal under an applied field of 0.86 T. Adapted with
permission from ref. 16. Copyright 2022, American Chemical Society.
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perspective, this result also highlights that the reverse is true
for transition metal ions, confirming the observations per-
formed on chiral Prussian blue analogues.24,25

Testing the potential use of MChD as a tool for the optical
readout of the magnetic states without the need for light polar-
ization motivated us to investigate the MChD properties of the
DyIII analogue of [(P/M)7-Ln]n. The Dy

III ion is undoubtedly the
most used lanthanide ion for designing SMMs due to its high
magnetic moment and strong magnetic anisotropy. Magnetic
field dependent MChD signals for [(P/M)7-Dy]n were observed
for each electronic transition detected in absorption at 4 K, i.e.
6Fn/2/

6Hm/2 ← 6H15/2 transitions with n = 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 and
m = 5, 7 and 9.32 The maximum gMChD factor was determined
to be equal to 1.2% at 1 T and 4 K, which is one order of mag-
nitude lower than that observed for the YbIII analogue. This
difference can be rationalized on the basis of the nature of the
investigated electronic transitions. Those of [(P/M)7-Dy]n are
magnetic-dipole forbidden and only induced electric-dipole
allowed, while for [(P/M)7-Yb]n the unique displayed transition
is magnetic-dipole allowed.57,58 Although weak, the MChD
activity for [(P/M)7-Dy]n was observed for all the electronic
transitions up to 32 K under 1 T, which makes chiral DyIII-
based SMMs good candidates to demonstrate the optical
readout of magnetic states with unpolarized light.

Concluding remarks and perspectives

As examined in this perspective, chiral lanthanide complexes,
which inherently show high spin–orbit coupling, a variety of
electronic configurations, a multitude of electronic transitions
of different characteristics, variable coordination geometries
and different degrees of magnetic anisotropy, represent ideal
molecules to investigate MChD in both light absorption and
emission in a wide spectral range (from near-infrared to hard
X-rays). Although only a limited number of studies have been
undertaken so far, one can summarize some general findings
that can help the chemical community in designing chiral
lanthanide complexes responsive to MChD.

1. For lanthanide complexes, it seems that a short distance
between the chiral and the magnetic centers is not crucial to
observe strong MChD responses. In turn, the leading para-
meter for intense MChD appears to be related to the elec-
tronic, thus magnetic, configuration of the ground state of the
lanthanide center and not the chiral features of the coordi-
nation sphere. This was deduced from theoretical calculations
as well as from experimental evidence such as the temperature
dependence of the MChD signals and the determinant influ-
ence of the MCD intensity on the MChD one. To definitely
establish this, NCD, MCD and MChD measurements have to
be performed on the same sample and under the very same
conditions of orientation, temperature and magnetic field (for
MCD and MChD). It is challenging, from an instrumental
point of view, to perform measurements at low temperatures
under a magnetic field with polarized light. The complexity of
the experiment is further increased by the linear birefringence

shown by single crystals all the more since these effects can be
more intense than those related to NOA and MOA and hinder
quantitative determination. Indeed, most NCD and MCD
studies at low temperature are performed on frozen solutions.

2. The higher the magnetic anisotropy, the higher the
MChD response, with important differences in intensity
expected if the probed orientation (wavevector and magnetic
field) is along the magnetic anisotropy easy axis or perpendicu-
lar to it. This can be deduced by the similarity of the MChD
response of lanthanide complexes with respect to the MCD
theory, which also defines the angular dependency of the MCD
response with respect to the anisotropy of the g-factor. This
has not been experimentally demonstrated so far, but it can
constitute a remarkable advancement to corroborate the
MChD microscopic theory.

3. From a coordination chemistry point of view, one can
consider that all the structural and electronic design criteria
identified to develop SMMs with a high blocking temperature
and energy barriers also apply to maximize MChD responses.
The chemical challenge is to introduce chirality into the
ligands while keeping the same structural and electronic para-
meters. It should be noted that chirality has been introduced
in some SMMs to improve the energy barrier and/or to limit
the relaxation pathways, but with no real interest in the optical
enantiopurity of the resulting compounds, which is instead
crucial for MChD.

4. The characteristics of the electronic transition have a
crucial importance in determining the intensity of the MChD
signals, regardless of the chirality of the ligands, the distortion
of the coordination geometry and the magnetic anisotropy of
the investigated systems: magnetic-dipole allowed transitions
overall provide higher responses with respect to electric-dipole
allowed as far as the visible-NIR range is concerned.
Nonetheless, for a given lanthanide ion and a given electronic
transition, the optimization of the above-mentioned para-
meters can be used to further maximize the MChD intensity.

Several experiments and studies are still needed to clearly
elucidate this fascinating phenomenon and to fully under-
stand how to maximize the MChD intensity for practical
applications.

1. It can be clearly seen that the number of studies on MChD
with light emission is very limited with respect to those with
absorption. The fascinating properties of chiral lanthanide com-
plexes as circularly polarized light emitters motivate further
studies in this direction for comparing both the CPL and MChD
properties in emission, including CPL under a magnetic field,
and also the MChD properties in absorption and emission for
the same system. With the same mindset, one can envisage
MChD studies on the same system with light sources of very
different energies, such as visible light and X-rays or visible light
and microwaves. This will provide a better view of the microscopic
parameters that have to be implemented and optimized as a func-
tion of the electronic transition and, from an application point of
view, the light energy of interest.

2. So far, although extremely challenging, ab initio theore-
tical calculations of MChD have been reported only for a NiII-
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based complex with a relatively simple electronic configur-
ation.28 The implementation of MChD theoretical calculations
on lanthanide complexes, although more challenging as a con-
sequence of their electronic properties and configurations
with respect to those of transition metal ions, is expected to
provide a substantial contribution to chemical design and
experiment rationalization.

3. One can also envision to switch on and off the MChD
properties by using chiral switchable ligands responsive to
external stimuli (temperature, light, redox processes, electric
field, etc.) and able to modify the coordination geometry
around the lanthanide center or activate/deactivate the chiral
influence of the ligand towards the lanthanide center.

4. Finally, as recently proposed but not experimentally
demonstrated yet, MChD can be used to read out the magnetic
state of SMMs by means of unpolarized light. This can be rea-
lized on chiral SMMs or chiral ferromagnets having an opened
hysteresis cycle at a temperature viable for MChD measure-
ments with an adapted measurement protocol able to follow
the system magnetization dynamics. This extremely challen-
ging demonstration will represent a breakthrough in the field
of optical readout of magnetic data because novel polarization-
free optical data readout technologies can result from this
demonstration, contrary to current technologies.
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